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keynote 
Four Inches is a book for women, about women and by women. £3.95 from
each copy sold in the uk will go directly to the Elton John Aids
Foundation.
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DE SCR I PTION
Dressed in nothing but Jimmy Choo heels and a single piece of Cartier jew-
ellery , 44 of the world's most successful, beautiful and empowered women
bare all in aid of The Elton John Aids Foundation .

Victoria Beckham,The Duchess of York, Christina Aguilera, Kate Moss, and
Serena Williams, Jenna Jameson, to name but a few, discard their designer
outfits and strike a pose for the camera.

The pictures are all taken by renowned female fashion and potrait pho-
tographers - including Mary McCartney, Pamela Hanson, Sam Taylor -
Wood and Ellen von Unwerth - all of whom gave their time, energy and
creativity to help women and children suffering from HIV/AIDS.

PHOTOG RAPH E RS
amanda eliasch, pamela hanson,naomi kaltman, mary mccartney donald,
kate martin, sheryl nields, huggy ragnarsson, isabelle snyder, amelia
troubridge, sam taylor-wood, patricia von ah, ellen von unwerth,
vanessa von zitzewitz, tierney gearon

MODE LS
christina aguilera,rosanna arquette, laura bailey, victoria beck-
ham, tamara beckwith ,tania briar, sophie dahl ,arielle dombasle,
minnie & kate driver , caremen electra, alice evans, sarah fergu-
son, the duchess of york, lara flynn-boyle, macy gray, geri hal-
liwell, anne heche, nicky hilton, paris hilton, rachel hunter,
iman, jenna jameson, malia jones, kelis, jodie kidd, heidi klum,
beverly knight, padma lakshmi, yasmin le bon, kinora lee sim-
mons, jane leeves, elle macpherson, tamara mellon, mis-teeq, kate
moss, aimee mullins, tatjana patitz, mimi rogers, rebecca romijn ,
emanuelle seigner, sam taylor-wood, holly valance ,veroninca
webb, serena williams, elsa zylberstein.


